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AS5901 Standard
Water Spray and High Humidity
Endurance Test Methods
for
SAE AMS 1424 and SAE AMS 1428 
Aircraft De-icing/Anti-icing Fluids
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AS5901 Current Revision : ‘’A’’
Publication Background
In 2007-2008
AS5901 Standard was reviewed and 
submitted for ballot to the Committee
In February 2008
AS5901A Standard was submitted to 
the Aerospace Council
In March 2008
AS5901A Standard was published
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AS5901A Standard
is
Available on the SAE Website
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Next Revision of AS5901
No short term 
modifications planned
Marc Mario Tremblay AMIL
1-418-545-5011 (2155)
mmtrembl@uqac.ca
For suggestion related to the
revision B of AS5901 standard:
